
Science Lesson Plan Name: Shanell Williams Unit/Topic: Unit 5:1 Objects in the sky Week of: Dec 6-10,2021

Monday: Tuesday: Wednesday: Thursday: Friday:

TEKS/AP Standards: 1.1A, 1.2A, 1.2B,
1.2C, 1.2D, 1.2E, 1.3B,
1.3C, 1.4A, 1.8B, 1.8C
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Objective(s): TSW Observe and
record changes in the
appearance of objects
in the sky such as the
Moon and stars,
including the sun.
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Bellwork:
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Learning Activity: Go over vocabulary

words. Be sure to explain

there are more stars in

the sky that we can count.

Make sure students

understand that stars give

off their own light and the

moon does not.

Read “On Earth” in HMH

Talk about how the earth

orbits the sun and how

the moon orbits the

earth.

WB pgs 285-289 WB pgs 290-291

DG-292-293

Unit Test

Key Vocabulary:
Sun, moon, star,
telescope, magnify,
shadows, phases,solar,
period, orbit
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Guided/Independent
Practice:

We will read about the

things we see in the sky

and when we see them.

We will read about how

the earth orbits around
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We will read about the
things we see in the sky
and when we see them.
We will read about how
the earth orbits around
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the sun and how the

moon orbits the earth
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Lesson Closure: Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review Vocabulary Review

Assessment-Formative,
Summative/Exit Ticket: What can we see in the

sky?

What can we see in the

sky?

What can we see in the

sky?

What can we see in the

sky?

What can we see in the

sky?

Key Questions During Lesson:

How are the moon and sun different?

What would the weather be like on earth without the sun?

Why can we see the moon?


